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Bucks County, and its surrounding counties, are part of Pennsylvania’s quarantine zone for Spotted
Lanternfly [SLF]. It is important for our residents in Langhorne Manor Borough to become informed on
how to carefully check their properties for signs of infestation and egg masses. The Shade Tree
Commission held a presentation for our residents on Tuesday evening, February 16, 2021. The
presentation was hosted by Bucks County Conservation District [BCCD] and co-hosted by our Manor’s
Shade Tree Commission [STC].
We have provided the slide show presentation from that evening for your further review.
All links are located on the Langhorne Manor Borough website under “Spotted Lanternfly Management
for Homeowners.”
§

Our presentation focused on host plants and trees of the Spotted Lanternfly, circle traps, and
the basic life stages of the Spotted Lanternfly. New photo images of “Tree of Heaven” have been
included in this bulletin, to help homeowners identify the non-native invasive tree at its different
stages of growth.

§

In addition to reviewing the slide show presentation from February 16th, please consider
watching the video links throughout this bulletin. They are great resources for homeowners and
property owners in protecting their properties.

§

An important update to this bulletin is the suggested use of circle traps in lieu of tree wraps or
tree tape with mesh cages. Circle traps are more humane in the fact they target SLF in all their
life stages, while having less of chance of harming or trapping small mammals, birds, and
pollinators.

Use the Penn State Extension link below to review their in-depth brochure.
[Spanish language version also available on www.extension.psu.edu]
https://extension.psu.edu/spotted-lanternfly
S U MMA R Y P O I N T S T O H E L P Y O U B E T T E R U N D E R S T A N D T H E P O S S I B L E I MP A C T O N Y O U R P R O P E R T Y A N D
HOW TO ADDRESS THE SPOTTED LANTERNFLY AND THEIR HOST PLANTS.

WHO TO REPORT TO IF YOU HAVE SPOTTED LANTERNFLY?
If you locate SLF or egg masses, please report your own Property or other sightings on your Block, at:
https://services.agriculture.pa.gov/SLFReport/Index.html
See the Penn State Extension link for businesses located within the quarantine zone to meet Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture’s requirements and permits. [“Quarantine Compliance and Permits”].

METHODS TO KILL AND CONTROL SPOTTED LANTERNFLY
With no natural predators here in the USA, man-made traps are required to reduce SLF populations.
Nymphs are fast and hop quickly away from you when they feel threatened. In addition to the methods
to kill and remove SLF listed in Penn State Extension, there are non-chemical based sprays to kill the
nymphs and SLF. Carefully review options to not create a greater negative environmental impact with
chemicals or homemade solutions.
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Circle Traps
Circle traps can be constructed by homeowners or purchase premade traps. They are fairly cost effective
to both construct and or purchase. Follow video instructions on how and when to maintain. Circle traps
are less lethal and less harmful for wildlife and pollinators that are not SLF. Squirrels, birds, and other
small mammals cannot easily enter into a circle trap, as they at times accidentally be harmed by tree
wraps or tree tapes.

Circle Traps VIDEOS
https://youtu.be/k247eM3KQzM installation instructions
https://youtu.be/RwJXbgk4djM maintenance instructions (2:33-3:46)
Tree Wraps. Why to add wire mesh over your sticky tree wraps?
Tree wraps or tree tapes are less recommended due to their accidental death or harm to birds, small
mammals, and pollinators, such as butterflies and bees. The sticky tree wraps meant to capture and kill
SLF nymphs will also capture and kill other insects and wildlife. Please add a curved mesh wire that is
about 6” above tree wrap and 6” below tree wrap and attach to tree with staples.

WHEN TO LOOK FOR SPOTTED LANTERNFLIES
https://www.agriculture.pa.gov/Plants_Land_Water/PlantIndustry/Entomology/spotted_lanternfly/Doc
uments/Time of year management chart.pdf
You may observe multiple stages of the SLF at same time, depending upon when they hatched in your
yard. Black and white nymphs may be feeding along-side red and black nymphs on a grapevine together,
while a SLF moth can be sitting on your fence rail.

GRAPHICS ILLUSTRATING ALL LIFE STAGES AND EGGS
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PHOTOS DEMONSTRATING DIFFERENT NYMPH STAGES and SLF FEEDING TOGETHER
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PHOTOS of SLF MOTH SIDE PROFILE and REAR
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METHODS TO REMOVE EGG MASSES FROM BARK AND OBJECTS IN YARD
Females may lay 2 sets of egg masses. Eggs survive the frost of winter and hatch in spring. Eggs may be
on tree branches, tree trunks, and objects around your yard like stones and concrete masonry blocks.
Carefully scrape with a plastic paint scrapper or an old credit card to not damage tree bark, but to fully
remove eggs and place ALL eggs into a sealed plastic bag with rubbing alcohol. Dispose of immediately.

Spotted Lanternfly egg mass removal VIDEO
https://extension.psu.edu/how-to-remove-spotted-lanternfly-eggs
EXAMPLES of SLF EGGS ON TREE BRANCH and TREE TRUNK
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EXAMPLES of SLF EGGS ON ROCKS and CONCRETE BLOCKS IN YARD
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HOST TREES AND PLANTS
There are many trees and plants that will attract the Spotted Lanternfly to your property. Tree of Heaven
[Ailanthus altissima] is considered both a non-native invasive tree, and one of SLF favorite host trees. This
host tree should be identified on your property and is considered invasive. Tree of Heaven can be
mistaken for Black Walnut.
Additionally, to trees being affected by SLF; these “planthoppers” feed on grape vines, fruit trees, and
Common Milkweed plants. Grapevines will also draw SLF to your property, and act like conveyor belts for
them to walk up your trees. Recommendation to property owners is to remove grape vines that are not
used for crop. Currently in the USA, there are no known natural threats to the SLF to help reduce their
population. On a positive note, it does appear that SLF are drawn and attracted to Common Milkweed
[Asclepias syriaca]. The Milkweed sap will slow down the SLF, making them easier to capture and kill.

VIDEO Tree of Heaven: Native lookalikes
https://youtu.be/rm0fwoTdc9I
VIDEO Tree of Heaven: Control strategies
https://youtu.be/AKLW2TXS1jg
PHOTOS of TREE OF HEAVEN at various life stages
Looking for Tree of Heaven in your own yard? New growth can often be mistaken for other
plants. Use the video links above to learn about the tree’s characteristics and proper removal.
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Tree of Heaven close up of young new growth. Note the red rust color on new leaves. See the
veining pattern on new leaves.

Tree of Heaven’s mature leaves with flowers.

Tree of Heaven fruit pods. Pale yellow green with red stems.

Tree of Heaven sapling growing with minimal soil or nutrients in urban & suburban context.
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Photographs and Images from Penn State Extension Link, Emelie Swackhamer of PSU.edu, Erica Smyers of PSU.edu, Cornell Cooperative
Extension, Gardenerspath.com / Matt Suwak, and Google.
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